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Short description of the content of the deliverable
In this document, a Sustainability Strategy for the SAE area is put forward and 14 recommendations
are given for future actions in the Horizon Europe and Digital Europe programmes. A 3-phase strategy
has been adopted, firstly identifying stakeholders and mobilising the community, secondly organising
collaboration meetings and working groups on sustainability and the technology radar, and finally
coming forward with considered and realistic recommendations for sustainability of the SAE
community based on a realistic assessment of potential revenue streams and costs, as well as needs
of the community. Here work has concentrated on identifying win-win collaborations. An
implementation plan was created and finance has been sought to fund an overarching SAE entity as
well as key elements such as the Marketplace, Showcase Award and Technology Radar. A Sustainability
Working Group was set up and Smart4Europe2 has also coordinated and actively helped a number of
sustainability initiatives within the community including formation of a company SHI Inc., the SAE
PACT, the SmartEEs network in Flexible Wearable Electronics and DIHNet. Although not everything will
survive, it is hoped that critical aspects of the community will be maintained and continue to provide
benefits to the SME and mid-cap community engaged in the IoT and CPS domains.
In addition to sustainability recommendations have also been made for the Horizon Europe and Digital
Europe programmes relating to the EDIHs which are currently being solicited, to promoting the Green
Deal to the community, to boosting innovation (which has been a key activity of the SAE IAs), to
supporting easy access to skills and training, to funding within the community for activities, and to
better collection of feedback on the SME/mid-cap customer experience to better target activities and
follow up of funded projects after they are completed
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Executive Summary
In this document, a Sustainability Strategy for the SAE area is put forward and 14 recommendations
are given for future actions in the Horizon Europe and Digital Europe programmes. A 3-phase strategy
has been adopted, firstly identifying stakeholders and mobilising the community, secondly organising
collaboration meetings and working groups on sustainability and the technology radar, and finally
coming forward with considered and realistic recommendations for sustainability of the SAE
community based on assessment of potential revenue streams and costs, as well as needs of the
community.
The report begins by giving an overview of landscape of the current programmes highlighting driving
factors such as the Green Deal and the move towards European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIHs).
Notably, the landscape has changed moving to Horizon Europe and Digital Europe and significantly the
areas of SAE will no longer be supported in the new programmes. A major driver, however, is the EDIH
initiative which is aligning pan-European collaboration along the lines of technology-specific and
sector-specific specialisations. This move towards themed specialisation is backed by the SAE
community to provide better focus. The Green Deal is also a major new driver and here SMEs and midcaps are struggling to see how they can engage with the new green requirements of programmes. Here
there is a need for help and this is seen as something where specific events and the new “Green”
Technology Radar can help.
In an assessment of the needs of SMEs and mid-caps, there is a key need for simplification and access
to a “one stop shop” of information, trusted knowledge and expertise. This requirement for
simplification is backed by the community identifying the need for harmonisation, organisation of joint
events and the need for a single marketplace. It is clear that SAE has been successful in delivering over
400 projects, but the enlargement of the topic scope is presenting challenges for cohesion. Analysis of
the projects undertaken shows a strong alignment with the IoT and CPS sectors and here moving
towards sectoral and technology focus areas as proposed in the EDIHs would be beneficial.
Following the analysis of the current situation and where the future programmes are moving, a realistic
and critical assessment of funding a sustainable SAE entity has been performed. This has considered
different sources of revenue, the likelihood of attraction and possible bias implications of different
funding balance. To gather real data, a survey was made of HiPEAC members and other actors giving
195 responses. This identified that a membership fee of €150 would be acceptable to the market,
however, a very large membership would be needed to create a sustainable entity based on the
expected costs of operation. Relying on membership fees alone would not result in a sustainable entity
and this is a fundamental barrier when considering the target customers who are SMEs and mid-caps.
Here the main revenue stream that leads to significant funding was identified as being from organising
community events. However, it is clear that even with combined membership fees and organising
events, an entity would still need to be run on a shoe-string budget. Critically the level of funding could
not support full-time staff with the requisite core mix of skills for operation. Thus, only part-time staff
could be funded. This implies that the entity should be run from within a single institution to reduce
management/communication overhead, provide appropriate skills, and critically supply job security
for the staff. To create such an entity would require first-year funding of around 119K. As this is too
risky a proposition for a bank loan, then a scheme to provide around €70K seed funding from the EC in
the first year for start-up with some other support from regional funders and VCs (€30K in total) is
proposed with the remaining €19K being generated by cashflow. The idea of EC seed funding was
raised in a meeting with the Commission to discuss sustainability, but it was highlighted that funding
is not available.
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Although an entity would be possible if start-up funding could be found, there is a high degree of risk
of failure due to cashflow, the difficulties of attracting and retaining membership (content provision
relies on other actors in the community, i.e. IAs, DIHs becoming self-sustainable), competition
(including from new EDIHs), free content becoming available and the move to on-line events in the
“New Normal”. One key attraction for SMEs and mid-caps to engage would be for the entity to have
the ability to provide funding for projects, but this would require significant funding. This would also
likely run into competition from EDIHs.
Despite these challenges, an Implementation Plan has been put forward. A Mission Statement was
created, branding via creation of an SAE label was explored, and identification and engagement of
stakeholders was pursued to gain trust. Here a critical requirement is that a win-win relationship is
created so that the IAs within the community can collaborate (notably, the SAE entity could only
survive if content/services were available from the IA actors in the community). As many of the IAs are
also considering a membership scheme as part of their own sustainability plans, there is potential for
commercial conflict which needs to be addressed.
To take things forward, a coordinating strategy was adopted with the establishment of a Sustainability
Working Group by Smart4Europe2. This was well supported by the IA community and a number of very
productive meetings have been held. As the more established IAs are already developing sustainability
strategies, this has provided an opportunity to share and learn experiences and has proved beneficial
for the new IAs giving them ideas for their future sustainability. This led to Smart4Europe2 putting
together and coordinating a jigsaw of activities. This includes formation of a company SHI Inc., the SAE
PACT, the SmartEEs network in Flexible Wearable Electronics and DIHNET. These have been strongly
supported by Smart4Europe2 partners via providing advice and help in the formation and development
of concepts, as well as the development of an App for the SAE PACT. Going beyond this, Smart4Europe2
has created a number of key elements that are needed for the SAE community which in themselves
should be turned into sustainable activities. These are:
•

•

•

SAE Marketplace – providing a “one stop shop” showcasing the services on offer and providing
the much needed “one source of information” that SMEs and mid-caps are asking for. This
represents a win-win for the community and SMEs/mid-caps. Polimi is committed to
supporting the marketplace for 1 year after project end and opportunities to continue the
marketplace via other projects and EDIH funding are being explored.
SAE Contest Award – providing a focal point for the community to show off success and
providing a linkage between SMEs/mid-caps and VC community. This presents a win-win for
VCs and SMEs/mid-caps. Such a scheme will be further explored to bridge EC projects with the
VC community within the scope of SAE PACT.
Technology Radar – providing information on 200 technologies with additional information on
Technical Challenges, Commercial Barriers and Green Opportunities for each as well as
applications across many key sectors of interest to Europe. This is win-win as it provides a
strategic resource for the SAE community, SMEs and mid-caps as well as the EC with insights
into where future opportunities lie (particularly with the emphasis on green opportunities)
within the twin green and digital transformation. This is to be continued with committed
funding from THHINK and via potential linkage to the European Green Digital Coalition.

Notably, even if an overarching SAE entity does not succeed in being taken forward, critical aspects of
the community will survive providing benefits to the SME and mid-cap community engaged in the IoT
and CPS domains across many sectors. The work on sustainability has also led to 14 key
recommendations being highlighted for the Horizon Europe and Digital Europe programmes. These
relate to the EDIHs which are currently being solicited, promoting the Green Deal to the community,
boosting innovation (which has been a key activity of the SAE IAs), supporting easy access to skills and
training, funding within the community for activities, and better collection of feedback through follow
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up of funded projects after they are completed as well as collection of information on the SME/midcap customer experience to better target activities.

Key Recommendations
European Digital Innovation Hubs and Pan European Networks
•

Transnational Cooperation requires organisation of “awareness workshops” to identify common
research needs and potential collaboration partners.

•

Existing services should be linked, e.g. marketplaces and innovation coaching to EDIHs. Although this
could be aligned in terms of sectors or technologies, in the new EDIH world ideally an internal
marketplace tool is needed just for DIHs to connect together the offers of Digital Innovation Hubs
who just provide the local interface to companies.

Green Deal
•

Organise events to highlight green applications to SMEs/mid-caps (e.g. Technology Radar
workshops).

•

Highlight potential green opportunities to SMEs and mid-caps (via maintenance of Technology
Radar).

•

Promote sandpit events for companies to get together and brainstorm Green Technology Solutions
for specific challenge areas, e.g. Building Energy Management, Energy Harvesting, Circular
Manufacturing (Electronic Waste, Plastic Recycling).

Innovation Boosting
•

Promote Success Stories in SAE catalogue within marketplace.

•

Organise innovation boosting problem-solving workshops for SMEs and mid-caps to develop creative
ideas and take ideas to products (via IAs and Technology Radar).

•

Set up Transnational Special Interest Groups focusing on strengths and hot topic areas with the key
aim to initiate and drive project consortia.

Skills
•

Training is the most accessible service and key to reskilling SMEs and mid-caps (and key for retaining
staff) – there are many poor free offerings on-line and money should be invested (from EC and
National Level) to provide “trusted” free services.

•

Providing a “One Stop Shop” for skills is not possible, but it is possible to provide a conduit to different
providers with expertise, i.e. a “One Stop Shopping Centre”.

Funding
•

Sustainability, it is clear that small companies will never pay for sustainability of SAE, thus there is a
need for linkage to larger public/private investors/enterprises as well as to generate income from
community events.

•

Continue Annual Contest Award linked with VC Funder events to promote SMEs/mid-caps and
encourage investment, e.g. PACT App.

Collect Continuous Feedback
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•

Follow up SMEs and mid-caps to gather impact information. Providing feedback up to 2 years
following project end should be a mandatory condition of funding.

•

Collect feedback from SMEs and mid-caps on the customer experience, e.g. are the portals,
information, training, etc., provided useful?
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1

Introduction

Smart4Europe2 directly supports the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) Initiative [1] which addresses
the “next wave of products that integrate digital technologies” with the aims of transferring knowledge
and fostering collaboration and hence the uptake of digital technologies by European industry. The
overall ambition is to contribute to Europe's need to accelerate the design, development, and uptake
of advanced digital technologies by bringing Innovation Actions (IAs) together. In order to boost digital
transformation of European Industry, Smart4Europe2 supports European small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) and mid-caps to produce competitive products based on innovative electronic
components, software, and systems. In addition, Smart4Europe2 supports companies to achieve
competitive advantage by promoting early technology adoption. It assists technology suppliers to seek
finance for their product development and enables access to early customers. As part of this, the
deliverable provides an analysis of the current status of the SAE activities generating recommendations
for the future, recommendations on how the activities can be further grown and supported via Horizon
Europe, national and regional initiatives.
The recommendations have been developed taking into account the different approaches being
adopted at national and regional levels, as well as the SAE technology needs and priorities identified.
It is noticeable that different member states have different focus themes geared to support indigenous
industry sectors. Here, an effort has been made to ensure that the recommendations are in line with
national policies and linking to proposed EDIHs.

2

WP4 Activities and Strategy

Figure 1: Overall Objectives of Smart4Europe2

As shown in Figure 1, Smart4Europe2 has pursued three strategic objectives which are:
• Providing enabling services and consolidating the SAE network
• Growing the ecosystem and multiplying the impacts of collaboration
• Sustaining the network and enabling the next generation of SAE
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The work within WP4 has particularly addressed “sustaining the network and enabling the next
generation of SAE” by identifying new technologies and applications, linking national and regional
initiatives, leveraging further investment, investigating DIH Business Models and finally via supporting
a number of sustainability initiatives across the SAE ecosystem. In support of this, Smart4Europe2
created two Working Groups, one supporting the Technology Radar and one supporting Sustainability.

Figure 2: Overall Project
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2.1

Strategy

Figure 3: Three Phase Strategy Adopted for Sustainability Strategy

A three-phased approach has been used in Smart4Europe2 to develop the Sustainability Strategy as
shown in Figure 3. In the first stage, effort was concentrated on mobilising the IAs via collaboration
meetings and joint initiatives. At the same time, enablers and barriers for SMEs and mid-caps were
discussed with the community to better understand what works and what does not work well. Here it
became clear that a challenge for the community is following up projects once they have finished to
monitor success and also in gathering feedback from participants. A key aim was to identify and engage
with stakeholders in the community to ensure that all views were gathered. This led to phase 2 of
activities. Here fruitful collaboration meetings were held with the stakeholders where lessons learned
were discussed. This also led to the initiation of working groups on two key topics of interest,
Sustainability and the Technology Radar. Specific workshops on these two topics have also been held.
Additionally, Smart4Europe2 took on a supporting role for Sustainability Initiatives from the
community such as the formation of a company SHI Inc., SmartEEs, PACT, and DIHNET, attending
internal meetings, meetings with the EC, developing concepts and providing advice. There has also
been active work identifying hot topics in the areas of manufacturing, wearables, agriculture and also
the increased interest in Green Technologies. Here a specific workshop was held to identify green ideas
for the future. Underpinning these activities has been the development of strong engagement with
National and Regional Activities as well as with the Horizon Europe and Digital Europe activities. A key
driver in this area is the development of the European Digital Innovation Hubs and Smart4Europe2 has
been active in meetings to support this as well as development of bids. There is also a need for
engagement with the Business Angel and Venture Capital world and this has been achieved by the
initiation of an annual contest award and via providing tools such as the PACT App to allow companies
and investors to meet.
This leads to the 3rd phase of activities which results in the recommendations put forward in this
deliverable. Here several things are required in order to maintain an active community. These include
the need for collaborative events, innovation coaching, further funding of projects for SMEs and midcaps, linkage of marketplaces, joint call promotion and development of a SAE brand or label. Various
business models have been explored and the feasibility of these has been explored. Some, such as
PACT App have become a reality. The SAE community is driven by technology and here the Technology
Radar has been developed to provide an interactive resource to allow companies to quickly see the
potential applications of technologies as well as the technical and commercial challenges of adopting
D 4.6
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the technology. There has been a “greening” of the radar in line with the objectives of the Green Deal.
Many companies are trying to understand how they can be more “green” and here the radar provides
examples of how technologies can be used to create green applications in many different sectors as
well as via providing specific sections on sustainability. The radar is viewed positively by the community
and the EC and it is planned to continue and maintain the radar. Analysis of the current activities in
the SAE community highlighted synergies under different technology areas and in terms of the sectors
covered. This has also led to recommendations for future EDIHs. Going forward, there is a challenge of
providing gearing funding. The main focus of the community at present is EDIH funding with many
proposals being put forward. This links with early development stages of new products. To ensure that
the innovation pipeline is better supported, Smart4Europe2 has initiated the Contest Award which is
a showcase to the Venture Capital community. This is further supported by the PACT App to provide
linkage to investors. These are activities which will continue under Horizon Europe and Digital Europe.

3

Horizon Europe/Digital Europe Landscape

Figure 4: Challenge of Capturing Digitisation Potential (Source: McKinsey & Company)

In a report from April 2015 (See Figure 4), the consulting firm McKinsey predicted that one trillion
objects are expected to be connected to the internet by 2025 [2] and highly connected countries can
see 40% more GDP growth than the least connected countries. Thus, digitisation is key for Europe. As
stated in the European Commission’s Communication on Digitising European Industry (COM (2016)180
final) [3] “Embracing digital technologies will help companies to grow beyond the EU internal market
and make the EU an even more attractive location for global investments”. Digital transformation and
innovation are now a necessity for all industrial sectors in order to stay ahead in the race for global
advantage. This applies to innovations in products, manufacturing, new services and business models
as well as in utilising available resources more efficiently and effectively for sustainability. Here as
shown in Figure 4, the degree of captured potential from innovation is still low and Europe as a whole
is lagging behind many countries. There is a need to accelerate digitisation across industry and society.
Only one out of five SMEs in the EU are highly digitised, yet they represent over 90% of all businesses
in Europe. In order for Europe to remain competitive internationally, there is a need for companies to
exploit digital opportunities.
The COVID crisis has also profoundly heightened the significance of digital technologies for Europe’s
economic and social resilience. The exploitation of digital technologies is now part of the “New
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Normal” and is seen as an essential component of industrial recovery. This is recognised in the “Digital
Decade” announcement which highlights that Europe must fully grasp the potential of the digital age.
At the same time, Europe of the future needs to be digital and green which are twin-core objectives of
the Green Deal supporting a new societal trend.
The need for action is pressing as digital transformation of society and industry is fundamentally
changing the way we live and work and the speed of digitisation is taking many businesses by surprise.
SMEs and mid-caps, in particular, struggle to react to this quickly changing environment in many cases
seeing digitisation as a threat. At the same time, others who embrace digitisation are successfully
exploiting new opportunities created by technologies such as artificial intelligence and robotics.
Whether large or small, high tech or not, every industry needs to understand the digital opportunities.

3.1

Horizon Europe

Figure 5: Horizon Europe Programme (Source: European Commission)

The new Horizon Europe Research and Innovation Programme [4] (See Figure 5) has a budget of
€95.5 billion. It is targeted at tackling climate change with the aim of helping to achieve the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals while at the same time boosting the EU’s competitiveness and growth.
The programme facilitates collaboration and strengthens the impact of research and innovation in
developing, supporting and implementing EU policies while tackling global challenges. This is
supported by actions to create and better disperse knowledge and technologies with the aim to create
jobs by fully engaging the EU’s talent pool to boost economic growth. This promotes industrial
competitiveness and optimises investment impact within a strengthened European Research Area.
New features of the programme from previous programmes are the creation of the European
Innovation Council which fosters innovations with potential breakthrough and disruptive nature with
scale-up potential that may be too risky for private investors. 70% of the budget in this area is
earmarked for SMEs. A set of 5 Research and Innovation Missions have also been established with
bold, inspirational goals. These are led by key figures and address “moonshot” missions which have
been defined as strategic for Europe:
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•
•
•
•
•

Ms Connie Hedegaard, former European Commissioner for Climate Action, for the mission
on ‘Adaptation to Climate Change including Societal Transformation’
Professor Harald zur Hausen, Nobel Prize Laureate in Physiology or Medicine, for the mission
on ‘Cancer’
Mr Pascal Lamy, former Trade Commissioner and Director-General of the World Trade
Organisation, for the mission on ‘Healthy Oceans, Seas, Coastal and Inland Waters’
Professor Hanna Gronkiewicz-Waltz, former Mayor of Warsaw, for the mission on ‘ClimateNeutral and Smart Cities’
Mr Cees Veerman, former Dutch Agriculture Minister, for the mission on ‘Soil Health and
Food’.

This will place an emphasis on green and sustainable research activities which will in turn support the
Green Deal objectives.

Figure 6: Horizon Europe Priority Clusters (Source: European Commission)

Other new features of the programme are the adoption of an Open Science Policy with mandatory
open access to publications. There is also a new approach to partnerships with objective-driven and
more ambitious partnerships with industry in support of EU policy objectives.

3.2

Digital Europe

The Digital Europe Programme (DIGITAL) [5] is a new EU funding programme focused on bringing
digital technology to businesses, citizens and public administrations. This acknowledges the critical role
that digital technology and infrastructure have in our private lives and business environments
considering communication, work, advanced science and environmental issues. At the same time, the
COVID-19 pandemic highlighted not only how much we rely on our technology to be available to us,
but also how important it is for Europe not to be dependent on systems and solutions coming from
other regions of the world.
The Digital Europe Programme is providing strategic funding to support projects in five key capacity
areas: supercomputing, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, advanced digital skills, and ensuring a wide
use of digital technologies across the economy and society, including through Digital Innovation Hubs.
The planned budget is €7.5 billion with the aim to accelerate the economic recovery and shape the
digital transformation of Europe’s society and economy. Although the idea is to bring benefits to
everyone, there is specific focus on small and medium-sized enterprises.
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3.3

European Green Deal

Figure 7: European Green Deal (Source: European Commission)

The aim of the Green Deal initiative [6] is to make Europe greener as it becomes more digital. These
are seen as the twin challenges for our generation. To support this, an action plan has been put in place
to:
•
•

boost the efficient use of resources by moving to a clean, circular economy
restore biodiversity and cut pollution

This covers many areas including energy, carbon tariffs, sustainable transport, biodiversity, circular
economy, zero pollution and smart agriculture, as shown in Figure 7. The European Union aims to be
climate neutral by 2050 and this is being backed by a proposed European Climate Law [7]. Notably,
this affects all sectors of the economy, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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decarbonising the energy sector
ensuring buildings are more energy efficient
working with international partners to improve global environmental standards
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Figure 8: Twinning of Green and Industrial Transformation (Source: European Commission)

The concept of a twin green and digital transition (See Figure 8) goes through the work programmes
and will drive future funding also within projects supported by Digital Innovation Hubs.

Figure 9: Financing for Green Deal (Source: European Commission)

To support this “green conversion,” a plan bringing together a variety of investments and financing
tools available has been put together, as shown in Figure 9, with the aim of mobilising €1 trillion Euros.
The EU will also provide financial support and technical assistance to help those that are most affected
by the transition towards the green economy by mobilising €100 billion over the period 2021-2027 via
the Just Transition Mechanism.
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3.4

European Digital Innovation Hubs

Figure 10: European Digital Innovation Hubs (Source: European Commission)

The digital revolution brings opportunities for big and small companies, but many of them still find it
difficult to know which technologies to invest in and how to secure financing for this investment.
Notably, there are strong differences in the level of digitalisation across the EU, depending on the
sector and region. To address this Digital Innovation Hubs were launched in April 2016 with initiatives
such as SAE and I4MS [8] under the Digitising European Industry Initiative (DEI) [9]. At the core of these
hubs are technical universities or research organisations that act as competence centres. The DIHs act
as one stop shops for companies providing access to the latest technologies, knowledge, skills and
testing facilities as well as access to specific business and funding services to support uptake and
growth. This includes financing advice, market intelligence and provision of networking opportunities.
These act as a catalyst for European Digitisation helping SMEs and mid-caps to produce competitive
products based on innovative electronic components, software and systems.
The concept has been successful and this has also led to Member States also investing, often by
regional development funds, in Digital Innovation Hubs supporting national/regional digitalisation
strategies. A challenge, however, is that each company is very different dependent on the size, sector,
region, ‘digital maturity’ and organizational culture. There is no ‘one-size for all’ approach and the
resulting DIH landscape is still very heterogeneous with fragmentation of EU, national and regional
initiatives and efforts across domains. While a local DIH might be the best one to understand the
regional settings and speak the same language as the SME or mid-cap, it might not have the right
technologies, capabilities or services available to provide the right support for its digital
transformation. The aim of EDIHs is thus to exploit the broader knowledge base and wealth of
technologies and services available across the network of European DIHs.
This has already been shown to be possible via successful demonstrations of cross-border support
programs for SMEs and mentoring schemes for DIHs that have shown how regions in Europe can help
and learn from each other. The key challenge in this approach is that many SMEs look for local solutions
due to cultural, language and distance issues. This makes cross-border or pan-European collaboration
more difficult to engage with.
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The aim of European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIHs) [10] will be to provide one stop shops that help
companies dynamically respond to the digital challenges and become more competitive. EDIHs will
help companies improve business/production processes, products, or services using digital
technologies by providing access to technical expertise and experimentation as well as the possibility
to 'test before invest'. They will also provide innovation services, such as financing advice, training, and
skills development. As highlighted, the Green Deal is a driver and it is expected that environmental
issues such as energy consumption and low carbon emissions will also be covered.
The EDIHs will have a local and European context and thus, EU funding will only be made available for
hubs that are already supported by their Member States or regions. The extra money from the Digital
Europe Programme will increase the capacities of selected hubs to cover European focused activities
based on networking and promoting the transfer of expertise. The Member States have to designate
hubs which they wish to become EDIHs based on existing clusters or EEN consortia.

Figure 11: Proposed European Digital Innovation Hubs - Sectors and Technologies (Source: European
Commission)

Already many EDIHs have been put forward and it is expected that 240 of these will be funded. Notably,
the topics put forward are at a sectoral and technology level covering many SAE technology areas.

4

SME and mid-cap Perspective – The Primary Customer, Enablers and
Barriers

It is a very tough commercial environment for SMEs and mid-caps and this has been made even more
difficult with the COVID-19 pandemic. Under normal circumstances, half of SMEs fail within 2 years
and 75% within 5 years. Many SMEs are currently struggling to survive. In order to help them, a number
of initiatives have been created to provide support to help SMEs and mid-caps innovate and grow in
these increasingly challenging times. In order to offer effective help, there is a need to create an
ecosystem of different support mechanisms that provide tailored services for a diverse SME and midcap customer base. Since there are 25.1 Million SMEs alone in Europe [11] before considering midcaps, it is not possible to help everyone. However, there is a great opportunity to magnify the impact
of existing actions through better communication and awareness between the initiatives as well as by
looking for synergies and opportunities to share and learn. This is reflected in the goals of the DIHs and
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proposed EDIHs which is to provide networking and access to expertise and other services across
Europe.

Figure 12: Concerns and Time Pressures on Small and mid-cap Company Managers (Source THHINK)

The first question that typically comes from SMEs and mid-caps is “What’s in it for me?”. Managers of
SMEs and mid-caps have very limited time as they are busy running their companies, as shown in Figure
12. Within a large company, there is normally an R&D department that has specific personnel who can
be committed to pursuing research and innovation activities. In a small company, this level of resource
does not exist. The manager is busy dealing with cash flow with many concerns over sources of funding
and liquidity and a multitude of technical and commercial risks. It is also typical that a Manager is multirole dealing with R&D, product development, troubleshooting, accounting, marketing and sales etc.
With all of these other pressures on time, there will only be limited commitment. As there are limited
financial resources, there is also a reluctance (or lack of ability) to part with cash to pay for services.
The second key challenge for SMEs and mid-caps is the sheer number of different initiatives that are
on offer at the local, national and European levels. In some regions, there can be up to 60 initiatives
for funding available locally. When looking on a European level, the number of schemes gets even
more diverse and one of the key challenges is the complicated and fragmented funding landscape. This
makes it very difficult for an SME or mid-cap to engage as they do not have time to work through and
assess all of the different schemes to find the most appropriate one. In many cases, companies do not
have time to find and engage with the help that is on offer. This is a fundamental barrier to Digital
Transformation.
It is also true that SMEs and mid-caps have different needs with respect to support:
•
•
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•

High-tech SMEs and mid-caps may manufacture a range of products already with strong R&D
knowledge in their area but could need help to demonstrate new products so they can access
new markets

One of the most important things is thus to engage via a relevant message that is easy to understand
and that creates interest within a company. A Manager within an SME or mid-cap is looking for an
exciting/interesting offer that makes their life simpler. Ideally, an SME or mid-cap wants one point of
interaction to find knowledge to save time, however, they are also looking for trusted knowledge. The
key things that are of interest are:
•
•
•
•

On-line mentoring courses/webinars for skilling/training
Ability to network with potential customers
Advertising for the company
Information on funding opportunities

Notably, with the advent of COVID-19, many companies have struggled to survive or to keep staff. Here
providing training and research & innovation funding is seen as a way of keeping key staff within a
company for when the expected upturn occurs.
This is where initiatives such as I4MS and SAE have been successful in providing cascade funding to
effectively allow companies to “test before they invest” by performing small projects and by providing
access to training and knowledge. Around 400 projects have been funded via cascade funding leading
to the development of new products and services and growth within European companies. A challenge,
however, is that since the projects funded are “one shot” no long-term relationship is developed with
the companies that engage. As a result, there is little feedback or follow up on the long term benefits
of engaging with such initiatives or in identifying the changing needs of SMEs and mid-caps. This is
something that should be addressed in the future via better customer feedback collection.

5

SAE Initiative and Current State of Play of Stakeholders

Figure 13: The SAE Initiative
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To assess the current state of play of the SAE initiative and identify priorities for the future which need
to be sustained (as well as things that need to change), Smart4Europe2 has been gathering information
on the activities as well as technologies and sectors covered under the SAE area to analyse trends in
terms of the cohesiveness of actions as the community expanded from the pilot phase to the latest
phase (See Figure 13). Feedback was also gathered identifying shortcomings and pain points to
establish priorities for the future.
The Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) initiative was originally set up in 2015 to help SMEs, start-ups
and mid-caps to enhance their products and services through digital technologies, with the help of
Digital Innovation Hubs. So far, €122 million have been invested into the SAE initiative.
The aim of SAE is to “accelerate the design, development and uptake of advanced digital technologies
by European industry, in particular, SMEs and mid-caps. The core objective is to deliver products and
services that include highly innovative electronic components and systems. There is also an aim to
encourage take-up of new technologies in low-tech sectors where innovation could have a huge
impact”.
To address this, collaborative ecosystems have been built in which researchers, large industries and
SMEs across the complete value chain have engaged in a large number of small application
experiments (around 400) facilitated by Europe’s leading competence centres. Currently, the SAE
initiative covers four key technology areas:
•
•
•
•

Cyber-physical and embedded systems
Customised low energy computing, powering Cyber Physical Systems and the Internet of
Things.
Advanced micro-electronics components and Smart System Integration
Organic, flexible and wearable electronics

These collaborations have allowed SMEs and mid-caps to pursue new ideas via focused application
experiments. In these, companies can experiment with new technologies, try them out in their
processes and work together with the suppliers of the technology to adapt it to their specific needs.
This activity is supported by Digital Innovation Hubs who provide knowledge and resources. The aim is
to create a win-win situation. Companies win through development of a new product or service that
transforms their business through digital innovation, while technology suppliers can bring their
technologies to new markets and services. The participating Digital Innovation Hub also benefits by
working on industrial projects which creates a new sustainable business model. More than 400
experiments have been launched since the beginning of the initiative, helping hundreds of companies
across Europe to foster their competitiveness. The concept has been extended to cross-border
experiments and to provision of business consulting, training and help to find finance.
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Figure 14: SAE Stakeholders

The number of innovation actions has grown over the years and in the latest phase, there are
7 Innovation Actions supported by a coordinating CSA Smart4Europe2, as shown in Figure 14. This is
an expansion from the pilot and 1st phases which funded a few core areas which were closely linked.
One aspect of this growing of the community has been a loss in cohesion with respect to the
technologies being covered with a much wider scope of SAE technologies. Likewise, this has led to an
increase in the variety of projects undertaken and sectors covered. The increased need for a
Coordinating Support Action also becomes apparent to bring the various actors together to share and
learn from each other and to promote calls and services offered jointly. This provides benefits in terms
of the wider reach to a much greater community of SMEs and mid-caps as well as a more diverse range
of services on offer. One key aspect of the Smart4Europe2 CSA has been to provide an access point via
a website and marketplace for SAE which then guides interested parties to appropriate information
resources at the various Innovation Actions. This is akin to the proposed activities of the EDIHs to
provide a one stop shop to guide SMEs and mid-caps to the most appropriate person or source of
knowledge. This is something that the managers of SMEs and mid-caps identified as necessary to
simplify the interface and make their life easier. Taking this one step further, Smart4Europe2 has also
developed an interactive map to represent the community and areas covered under SAE. This is shown
in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Interactive Map of SAE Community (Source: Smart4Europe2)

This clearly shows the reach of the community across Europe and for companies who prefer to engage
with local actors where their nearest point of contact is. At the same time, this expansion and diversity
of actions presents a challenge in terms of presenting a cohesive SAE community. This was examined
further by Smart4Europe2 and this is presented in Deliverable D2.1 “Typology of the SAE community
report” [12].

Figure 16: Identification of Hot Spots in Terms of Applications (Source: Smart4Europe2)
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A number of different aspects are considered in the report in terms of technologies and applications
considered and opportunities for working between technological domains. The report identifies that
as the SAE programme has developed, the number of application experiments and sectors covered has
increased dramatically. This diversity has led to a loss of cohesion (originally, there were only a few IAs
which were closely linked in terms of technology) and now strongest cohesion exists between actors
working in the same or complimentary technology or application areas. With respect to technology,
the areas of CPS and IoT dominate with these often being reliant on the other technology areas
identified as constituent technologies, e.g. flexible and wearable technologies are a key driver in
wearable IoT applications. Considering applications, Figure 16 identifies “hot spots” with many IoT and
CPS applications across a wide range of sectors. This is further explored in the Sankey Diagram of
Figure 17. Notably, Aerospace is less well covered due to the specialist nature of this domain. SMEs
and mid-caps in this domain are less likely to look for funding under the IAs due to the higher entry
cost barriers. An area underrepresented (or not explicitly represented) is green technologies. As
Europe’s priorities shift towards the Green Deal there is a need to encourage more focus on green
developments in the future.

Figure 17: Sankey Diagram Showing Mapping of Technologies to Applications

While expansion of the SAE area has led to a greater range of technologies and products as well as
some cross-sectorial usage of technologies, going forward it is recommended that in future initiatives
such as EDIHs that activities are pursued with a sectoral or technology focus in order to concentrate
efforts and enhance cohesion in specific areas. Where cross-sectorial synergies exist, there may be
opportunities to bring together communities via joint awareness/innovation workshops to establish
whether local limited joint projects are possible or whether widescale joint activities are needed which
could be funded at a future stage. As there are many actors engaged in the community, underpinning
this is a need to provide easy to engage with, harmonised mechanisms that allow the stakeholders to
work together in a win-win fashion.
Going forward, many applications are being driven by the New Data Economy which is pushing
technology in terms of sensing, processing, data storage and communication. This is leading to a
paradigm shift towards edge computing to deal with increasing processing and storage demands. In
order to successfully exploit these technologies, there is also a need to skill companies in security,
privacy and safety for connected systems.
In addition to considering the community as a whole Smart4Europe2 also explored the cross-cutting
impacts of the SAE community. This was described in Deliverable D2.4 “Cross-cutting Impacts Report
on Results of Impact Analysis” [13].
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Figure 18: Interactive Workshop Results

Following Desk Research, an Interactive Workshop was held with a number of IAs and CSAs active in
the SAE community to gather feedback and suggestions on the impact of activities and what led to
successful collaboration. This highlighted that IAs and CSAs can especially benefit from the
harmonisation of processes to present a unified and simple to understand approach for SMEs and midcaps, the organisation of joint events to better engage with the community and from creation of a joint
marketplace to present a “one stop shop”. Concentrating on these activities will have the biggest
impact in the future. More specifically:
•

Harmonisation of processes – areas that would have the greatest impact are in harmonising
open call management and also in digital impact measurement.

•

Organisation of joint events – greatest impact would be from events for SMEs and mid-caps
concentrated on access to finance (especially events to pitch in front of investors and 1-to-1
coaching sessions on funding strategies). Events directed at outreach to early adopters and the
early majority are also needed.

•

Marketplace consolidation and collaboration – There are currently many marketplaces and
in the short term, there is a need for some basic common design rules. In the longer term,
there is a need to merging all the digital marketplaces that have been created.

Overall, the impact assessment identified that collaboration between actors in the community
increases efficiency, results in cost-savings, and creates transparency “for the costumer”, i.e. SMEs,
mid-caps and other stakeholder groups. The IAs and CSAs have realised that it is better to have one
joint event, one common marketplace, etc., instead of offering a confusing variety. Notably, there is
also increased competition as a result of the COVID-pandemic which has increased the number of
online offerings many of which are free. A key advantage of working together is that a larger customer
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base can be created as the SAE-IAs were set up in a complementary manner. In order to create a
sustainable entity, one key prerequisite is a large customer base.

6

Realistic and Critical Assessment of Funding a Sustainable Entity

In this section, a realistic and critical assessment of funding of a sustainable SAE entity is considered.
The existing SAE activities have been successful, with over 400 application experiments and a range of
services being created. However, the EC has announced that there are no plans to continue funding of
SAE in the work programme. This is a blow to the community and the reasons for this have not been
given, however, looking at the typology assessment one can see that the range of technologies covered
under SAE has grown to be large and is ubiquitous across application sectors. Here Smart4Europe2
recommends that in future there should be a concentration on sectors or technologies to promote
synergies. This notably is a feature of the new European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIHs) and indeed is
seen as a route towards sustainability of aspects of the SAE community, i.e. individual IAs and DIHs.
The core customers are SMEs and mid-caps and without the offer of significant cascade funding to
fund projects, the interest level reduces significantly. This level of funding is not possible without EC
or government support so realistically individual IAs and DIHs will struggle to continue. Here training
and skills development are still very attractive for companies, but there are now many free on-line
resources in competition. SMEs and mid-caps are exploiting these free resources already and there
needs to be a clear added value to paying a fee for training. While this presents a challenge when
considering an overarching SAE entity, the community clearly sees the benefits of working together
but this can only be achieved in one of two ways.
1) The first approach is to create an SAE entity on a shoe-string budget that represents the
community. This would require support from the individual actors to provide services and
there would be a need for a clear win-win of participating. A challenge here is that the
individual actors (the IAs, DIHs, etc.) each also need to be self-sustaining which implies they
need funding from their own pool of SMEs/mid-caps or from other government funds. The
overarching SAE entity also requires funding from either the participating IA/DIH members
(here, the added value needs to be clear otherwise, the SAE is just a draw on limited and
precious funds) or from the same pool of member SMEs/mid-caps effectively in competition
with the IA or DIH which is not attractive. Here there is a need to develop a clear SAE brand
that SMEs and mid-caps can understand that aligns with the activities of the member actors.
It should be noted that branding SAE is difficult as it encompasses so many diverse
technologies and sectors which overlaps with many other initiatives.
2) The second approach is to sustain only the core aspects of the SAE community that provide
the most impact, but not under a SAE brand, e.g. Joint meetings, Marketplace, PACT interface
to investors, Technology Radar, etc. This is a less risky approach as it provides a range of offers
that can be either taken up by the community as a whole or via sectors of the community. As
the technologies and sectors covered by the community are so diverse, this offers alignment
with future EDIHs. Here there is an opportunity to align with existing initiatives that have a
record of sustainability, e.g. HiPEAC [14], Artemis-IA [15], ECSEL/KDT [16] or to align with new
funded EDIHs.
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Figure 19: Expected Services Provided by EDIHs (Source: European Commission Presentation)

Here it is clear that some of the expectations of the new EDIHs (see Figure 18) cover areas such as the
marketplace already. This offers a “survival of the fittest” approach with only aspects of the current
work that are seen as beneficial continuing to be sustained.
Both of these approaches are further explored in this section.

6.1

Community Stakeholders

Figure 20: Stakeholders

The first key requirement is to understand the SAE stakeholder community and these are shown in
Figure 19. Smart4Europe2 is engaged with many stakeholders and presenting a win-win scenario for
all of them is important for the sustainability of any SAE ecosystem. The SAE initiative’s primary
customers are SMEs and mid-caps and, as highlighted, it is important to provide them with a clear and
easy to engage with offer in terms of funding and services. As providing cascade funding support for
SMEs directly relies on public funds realistically any future SAE entity spawned out of Smart4Europe2
could only provide a one stop shop for companies pointing to available funding and calls. However,
there are also many other stakeholders in the ecosystem. At a regional level, National and Regional
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funding strategies have been put in place to support key industrial sectors and promotion of key
technologies. Here linkage with key activities is needed with the aim of providing a one stop shop
pointing to local funding which is available. At the national and regional level there is a strong
relationship with local industry. Here it is important to understand the economy and technical
challenges faced by industry at this local level. This influences strongly how regional resources are
allocated and distributed to companies. A key challenge arises when it comes to linking national and
regional strategies at the European level, as there is a need to encourage the allocation of finance for
cross-border innovation collaborations. This needs to be set against the priority of regions which is to
support their own local interests. Here win-win collaborations need to be identified that can be clearly
articulated to regional funding bodies.

Figure 21: Examples of Regional Stakeholders

Smart4Europe2 has been especially active in 4 key regions, Baden-Württemberg, Central Hungary,
Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes and Lombardy. As an example, the Baden-Württemberg region is a focal point
of German and European innovation, hosting one of the highest densities of SMEs and start-ups in
Europe and several technology and transfer centres on digitisation and Industry 4.0. Moreover,
regional and German support initiatives have consolidated the establishment and operation of several
DIHs in different fields:
▪ Digital Hubs BW (https://www.wirtschaft-digital-bw.de/digital-hubs/digital-hubs) are BW
regional hubs aiming at cross-sectoral working institutions addressing the needs of SMEs in
their vicinity
▪ DE-HUBs (https://www.de-hub.de/): network of 12 thematic Hubs aiming at international
visibility. Three DE:HUBs are located in Baden-Württemberg (AI/Karlsruhe, Future
Industries/Stuttgart and Digital Chemistry and Health Mannheim/Ludwigshafen)
▪ Mittelstand 4.0-Competence Centres: federal initiative, network of 20 (mostly) productionoriented Hubs
▪ Hubs as a tool for technology transfer, individually initiated by various BW institutions of
higher education, applied science and R&D-institutions
Smart4Europe2 partners are actively engaged in these regional activities as partners in DIHs and at a
political level as well as via EEN [17], providing services to help SMEs in digitalisation. The Digital Hubs
have actively participated in Smart4Europe2 events and this has led the partners to becoming
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coordinators or partners of EDIH candidates from these regions. Similarly, partners are actively
engaged and involved in EDIH candidates in the Hungarian, French and Italian regions.

Figure 22: Different Levels of Sustainability

This is crucial as it is important to consider the sustainability of the whole ecosystem. As shown in
Figure 21, support in technology, skills and business advice is needed by the community at the regional
level and at a European level. Each of the supporting initiatives within the SAE ecosystem levels need
to successfully develop their own sustainability model based on their specific needs.
•
•
•

Sustainability of the DIH network that exists within the SAE area
Sustainability of SAE IAs
Sustainability for SMEs and mid-caps after Application Experiments (providing access to
funding)

As highlighted at the regional level, EDIH funding is seen as a major source of new funding which leads
naturally to networking at a European level. Thus, the community is moving in this direction, but as
highlighted earlier, either with a focus on technology areas or sectors. There is thus a move away from
an encompassing SAE brand.

6.2

Analysis of Funding Approaches

It is not possible to have a sustainable entity unless a reliable source of funding can be established. In
many cases, initiatives have continued through many years (in some cases decades) based on
continued government funding support. This makes sense if key sectors or technologies are important
for a given country or region. Replacing such funding with another source requires a strategy that has
been thoughtfully planned. EC funding has funded the SAE Mission under H2020 and it can be seen
that this has been successful in promoting new technologies and in supporting SMEs via cascade
funding. However, as the number of technologies being supported under SAE has grown, this has led
to a much wider range of technologies and sectors being covered. As a result, in future programmes,
the EC plans to refocus on sectors and technology areas in the future EDIHs. In order to continue
activities at the SAE level, there is thus a need for a rethink. What can be realistically achieved is driven
by two factors:
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•
•

Reliability of funding source
Evaluation of fundraising capabilities

As a first step, the strengths and weaknesses of different funding models were considered. In some
cases, these funding models cannot be achieved and in others, specific investments are needed,
requiring significant seed funding presenting risk. As a starting point, an assessment of established IA
peers was made who have put forward their own sustainability plans. This considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Funding approaches being put forward by peers
Identification of ideas that may be useful
Consideration of differences between peer organizations
Relevance of their approaches
Are they both sustainable and replicable?
Feasibility of these models for SAE
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Table 1: Business Models (Identified in Smart4Europe D 2.3 Blueprint for a sustainability plan”, 2019)

Overall, the first comment to be made is that none of the approaches that have been put forward have
yet been proven to be sustainable. Notably, many of them rely on regional funding or significant
investment. In the current climate, this is challenging and to make an attractive proposition for a
private investor is difficult. It was thus decided to examine more carefully and critically the different
approaches to funding, considering what makes an attractive proposition.

6.3

Approaches to Funding

The key first requirement for sustainability is a steady source of income. This has always been a
challenge and it is a fact that the majority of EC projects fail to achieve sustainability after project end.
However, notable some outcomes from projects do go on to become sustainable entities in
themselves. Below the various sources of available funding are considered:
• Public Funding, EC, Regional, ECSEL, etc.
Many initiatives rely on national funding and this is a valid approach to sustainability if this
supports a national priority. Although priorities will change over time, there are a number of
initiatives that have been supported for 10 years or more for strategic reasons. In the same way,
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the EC also funds some initiatives over a longer period of time subject to review of achievements.
As the EC has already stated that it will not further fund the SAE initiative, concentrating rather on
EDIHs, then the main option now would be to fund parts of the activities of Smart4Europe2 via
other initiatives such as the EDIHs or via other programmes. Likewise funding an overarching SAE
activity via regional funding is not possible as this does not fit with regional priorities, however,
there may be aspects of SAE that could be supported at a regional level. Funding via a PPP such as
ECSEL or the new KDT is dependent upon interest and notably, SMEs and mid-caps are not the
primary focus of these larger activities, although still an important part of the community. Here
activities such as the Technology Radar could be supported.
• Industrial Funding
Industrial funding makes sense if specific activities lead to standardisation which is of benefit to a
company, provides research expertise without major expense or training in skills. Many bodies
(particularly Universities) are already very active in this domain. A challenge here is the
competition in the market. There are already a lot of freely available courses offered to industry
(some of which also offer certificates) which make it hard to make money from this avenue. Again,
this is less likely to support an overarching SAE activity rather it would support activities such as
training or the Technology Radar.
• Membership fees
Membership fees are a steady source of income but are limited in the amount that they can attract.
SMEs and mid-caps, in particular, are reluctant to pay too much in terms of fees and the
expectation is that there is a steady stream of output to the company to give perceived value. In
many cases, the expectation is that this provided value is tailored to the company which involves
considerable time and effort. Although the amount that can be charged is limited if the
membership is large, then it is possible to generate a reasonable revenue. This fits more closely
with the concept of supporting an overarching SAE body. The critical issue here is in attracting and
maintaining a large membership.
• Fees for services (technical consultancy, testbed access, training, brokerage)
If services are being provided for a fee, then there needs to be a good offer for industry. Technical
Consultancy tends to be specific and already many entities provide this. Access to testbeds can be
of interest to industry, but here it is important that the test bed is leading edge and offers
something that a company can use to demonstrate new ideas or technologies. This requires
upfront development costs and continued investment in a testbed and also technical support to
keep the testbed running. As the consultancy, training services and testbeds are provided by the
IAs, DIHs etc. and not by Smart4Europe2, there is no route to supporting an overarching SAE body
via this route, only the ability to point companies to services being provided by other actors. Thus,
this is not appropriate for creation of a SAE overarching activity.
• VCs investing
VCs are really looking to invest in SMEs and make a return on investment. A linkage with an entity
that provides access to SMEs and mid-caps could be advantageous for VCs as it may highlight new
opportunities, but it is very unlikely they will invest in such entity. A challenge here is that there
are already other connections with SMEs and mid-caps and the added value of going via a separate
SAE entity is not clear. It is also likely that at the research stage of development the projects being
performed are not ready for investment. VCs are more interested in later-stage investment when
concepts have been de-risked. It is thus unlikely that they will engage strongly with a SAE initiative
as they are more interested in the customer base.
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• Payback Models
Payback models are useful if the initiative is supporting development of new products within SMEs
and mid-caps. The idea would be to ask for a percentage of profits made in the future on a new
development in return for initial support or investment in the product. A challenge here is that in
the portfolio of projects supported, only a small proportion are likely to lead to new successful
projects. The amount of payback thus depends on the success of a few projects and is therefore
risky unless there are some major financial successes. As Smart4Europe2 does not fund projects,
there is no direct route to achieve this. An overarching SAE activity would need the support of the
underlying IAs and DIHs who would need to implement the payback model approach and then
pass a proportion of this revenue back to provide support. This is unlikely, firstly due to the
difficulty of implementing a payback model within EC funded IAs and DIHs (under the financial
rules, this may not be permissible) and secondly, the incentive to pass money to the SAE body is
not clear unless there is significant added value.
Notably, when discussing these approaches with the various initiatives across SAE, many of these
sustainability approaches are being “explored” at the IA and DIH level, but to date, there is not much
evidence that any of these will be successful. A more structured approach to sustainability thus needs
to be considered for an SAE entity.

6.4

Evaluation of the revenue

The first stage is to consider the realistic potential to earn revenue against the costs of providing
services to see if a viable business model exists. Within the funding model, there is a need to assess
the income versus the setup up/service costs for the entity. When considering potential income, it is
also important to consider competition for funds. In particular, it is necessary to be realistic about how
much of the limited available funding within the community could a new SAE initiative be reasonably
expected to secure, given the competitive environment. There is also a need to consider how the
proposed entity compares with the competition in terms of strengths and weaknesses.

6.5

Investment Strategy

The start-up costs for initiatives are the first concern and if a significant portfolio of services are to be
provided, then there is a need to invest in developing those services. The overall aim will be to grow
the services over time so in the first instance it is important to identify services that will provide a quick
payback. A staged investment strategy is needed and it is clear that the revenue is likely to be small to
start off with. Estimates are needed for the:
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of providing services
Expansion of services
Cost of staff
Cost of Marketing
Cost of IT systems

Once this has been assessed, the timescales for these investments needs to be scheduled in order to
create a realistic budget.
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6.6

Sources of Funding and Achieving a Balanced Portfolio

Figure 23: Funding Source Assessment for SAE Entity

The main sources of funding that could apply to an overarching SAE entity are shown in Figure 23.
Membership fees and regular fee-paying events can be used to provide a steady stream of income.
This can also be supplemented with provision of services. It is also possible to attract gifts, donations
or sponsorships particularly from industry. Unless a long-term sponsorship deal can be made, this is
likely to result in less predictable funds. Government grants also can be exploited and dependent on
the type of grant, these can also be longer-term. Banks can also provide loans which are useful for
start-up and expansion activities. VCs could also contribute to funding. Here there is more likely to be
interest in providing funding to SMEs with a return on investment, so investment into a sustainable
initiative to provide linkages to interesting prospects is likely to attract less money. Another source of
funding that can also be used in crowd funding. The challenge here is to provide an interesting offer to
potential investors.
A realistic assessment of the different types of funding indicate that the main sources of funding are
likely to come from governments and membership fees. Another key source of funding is the
organisation of brokerage events. A challenge here is that in terms of event organisation, many events
are now virtual with the prospect of many future events being hybrid. The amount of revenue from
these has thus been significantly affected by the pandemic. This is proving to be a challenge for existing
event organisers but may well open up the opportunity for a new form of leaner events organised by
new market entrants.
An important point to make is that reliance on different types of funding also leads to questions about
who makes decisions about the activities of the initiative. Critical decisions about who controls
allocation of funding need to be taken and in particular significant funders will want a say in how it is
distributed.

Figure 24: Importance of Funding Balance
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The risk of this is that the initiative is dominated by one partner, as shown in Figure 24 which may be
from industry or by a national funder which will drive activities towards their own goals. These goals
may or may not align with the aims of the initiative. In order to ensure sustainability, a balance of
funding is required. Overall, in this balance, the beneficiaries (SMEs and mid-caps) are likely to have
less money. A risk is that the initiative may not meet the needs of the beneficiaries as they do not have
a strong say in the activities being performed. The question of control of the initiative thus needs to
be considered early on. The various sources of funding and realities of using such approaches are
considered in the following section.
Membership Fees
Many of the initiatives that have put forward ideas for sustainability talk about a model based on
Membership Fees. A key advantage of membership fees is that it is possible to increase them over
time in order to be able to invest in new services. The main aim of setting up a membership scheme
is to get the member engaged with the activities. In the longer term, there is a need to provide
sufficient contact with them to maintain their interest (many membership schemes suffer from poor
retention) and members need to be kept up to date on what their money is being used for and why.
Aim
• Want members to contribute because they want to and not because they have to
• Don’t want to give the impression that just trying to take their money
Involvement
• Keep contributors informed so that they understand what their money is being used for
• Organise information meetings and explanatory emails
• Keep them aware and involve them in projects if possible
Traceability
• Need to show that money is being used to provide improved services. Contributions should
be linked to specific things that can be itemised in an annual budget.
• Demonstrate that you are making efforts to obtain funding through other means — grant
applications, event organisation, etc.

Profitable Events
Another key activity put forward by a number of projects is the idea of continuing activities via the
organisation of profitable events and activities to finance other activities. Indeed, the author has
done this with the Energy Harvesting Steering Group in the UK which was originally funded by the
government but now operates from funding gained from organising an annual event that
perpetuates the initiative. Going beyond this, it is possible to organise a variety of different events
such as seminars, webinars, and investor days. These are useful for attracting funding from a feepaying attendance, but also in gaining new members if this is run alongside a membership scheme.
A challenge of the “New Normal” is that events have moved to being online events. This has led to
the expectation that events should in the main be free. There is also a lot of competition in this field
with many free events vying for the same stakeholders. More specific training days can also be
organised and here there is more expectation that fees will need to be paid. Considering what
should be charged for and the value that they provide against what people are prepared to pay is
challenging and requires some market research in order to identify what people are willing to pay
for. As there are already many competing events, the ones on offer need to be sufficiently
interesting, well-organised and competitively priced.
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Gifts Donations Sponsorship
An option highlighted for acquiring some additional funding is in soliciting gifts, donations and
sponsorship for the initiative itself or to support events. These donations can be material, financial
and in-kind. These tend to be from companies and are normally associated with the intention of
promoting the image of the donor/sponsor. A problem with this kind of funding is the need to find
ways to encourage donors to make a contribution and also the unpredictable nature of the
donations. There tends to be a need for a communication campaign to attract donors and sponsors
and this may be tied to specific events. One benefit that can be used to encourage potential
donors/sponsors is that their donation will result in a deduction in their tax. It is important to
highlight a rewarding image backed by an interesting mission statement that donor/sponsor can
associate with. Here a link with “Green Credentials” is increasingly seen by industry as being
beneficial. In return, an initiative needs to provide the donor/sponsor with visibility in a specific
place on the website, newsletters and via promotion at events.

Regional and National Grants
Small grants can be obtained from government, public institutions and local authorities. There are
many grant schemes around particularly to help SMEs but matching these to the creation of an
initiative to support SMEs and mid-caps is less clear. Grants tend to be for a specific expense with
clear rules on how the money should be used. There is also a need to be accountable to the awarding
government or organisation with the need to provide a financial report that shows the compliance
of the expenses incurred. It is likely that the amounts of funding will be small and tied to specific
activities rather than a blank cheque which can be used as a general fund for activities.

VC Funding
Venture Capitalists are a potential source of funding but more with respect to any projects funded
under an initiative. The interest from their perspective is in getting access to the SME beneficiaries
or membership who may have investable ideas or products. VCs are primarily looking for payback
from involvement in projects which means they are more interested in previous success stories.
When considering investments VCs look for the attributes of a company’s management, the product
or service being developed, the market and business model. The same scrutiny and attributes are
likely to be applied to investing in an SAE initiative. This can be summed up in the following bullets:
Attributes being looked for:
• Seasoning. More experienced, older entrepreneurs who have "been there, done that."
• Product or Service
o What compels people to buy this product/service?
o What problems does this product or service solve?
o Why is it better than the alternatives?
o Why is it worth the price?
o Does it compel you to tell others about your experience?
o Are your customers asking if they can invest in your company?
•
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o Passion: Demonstrate a contagious excitement about their vision for the company.
o Tenacity: Stamina and willpower to stay with the vision through thick and thin.
o Flexibility: Willingness to re-evaluate and refocus plans when things don't work out
as anticipated.
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o

•

Commitment: Willingness to invest enough of their own money into this project to
convince investors that they are serious.
o Teamwork: Team must prove that they can work effectively together.
o Coachability: No team knows everything they need to know to succeed so they
need to be coachable.
o Knowledge: The teams really know their market.
o Opportunity. Investors want big ideas that can change the world with huge payoffs.
Also need to consider "Am I too early?" Investing in a huge opportunity five years
before the market will recognize and embrace it spells disaster.
Business Model. Do the numbers add up into a profitable, predictable, expandable,
defensible model?

VCs are also going to look carefully at the management team for a new initiative considering
whether they think that it is worth investing time and effort into providing support. Here there is
the right mix of experience and passion within Smart4Europe2. There are, however, questions over
the products and services that are going to be offered and this leads to the need to understand
whether the numbers for the business model add up. Notably, VCs are not interested in funding
research activities, providing training, etc., they are interested in investing in products already at a
much higher TRL which is after the scope of the SAE activities. This means that they are more likely
to fund activities further down the line within SMEs and mid-caps rather than an SAE initiative itself.
This leads to the conclusion that the main role of the SAE initiative for VCs would be an introductory
service to “excitement opportunities” within the membership. Realistically it will thus only be
possible to ask for limited financial support from VCs, although it may be possible to obtain some
fees from companies seeking investment to provide pitching training and organisation of pitching
events.

Banks
Although banks are often mentioned as a source of funding, the reality is that they are limited to
providing bank loans and overdrafts. In particular, they tend to specialise in help with loans for
equipment or property finance leases. Where there is an opportunity for banks to help in a
sustainable initiative is to provide a loan to help with the start-up of operation, expansion of
activities or for dealing with cash flow issues.

Crowdfunding
The use of crowdfunding has become more common and this type of funding is useful for testing
the attractiveness of a project. Primarily it can be used to support the launch of a project before
further investment is sought. In order to be successful, there is a need for a fairly large network of
contacts, including people who will be ready to participate quickly and commit money. The overall
objective is to create a chain reaction to convince people of the quality of your project. A challenge
is that in return for providing funding, there is an expectation that participants will receive rewards
such as “goodies”, first goods produced, etc. Here the value proposition to an investor is unclear as
the SAE initiative would provide value to SME and mid-caps rather than the investors themselves.

6.7

Worked Analysis of Funding Needs and Feasibility

In order to explore the feasibility of an entity based on membership fees, event organisation and
provision of services, it was decided to perform a survey of an initiative that already has 2000 members
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to get real-world feedback in the interest of the approach, what activities people would be prepared
to pay for and also critically how much they would be willing to pay for these services. This was done
by performing a survey of HiPEAC (High Performance Embedded Architecture and Compilation) [14]
which sits within the SAE community. The author is also a member of HiPEAC and contributes to the
research vision. The survey was done jointly by Tetramax and HiPEAC with the aim of achieving
sustainability through formation of a company. Support and discussions were held with
Smart4Europe2 to establish whether a viable business model is possible.
HiPEAC’s mission is to advance computer architecture and computing systems research and
development as a discipline in Europe. It represents a stable community of academics and SMEs as it
has been operational for 17 years receiving continued funding from the EC. HiPEAC is the focal point
for networking, dissemination, training, and collaboration activities in Europe for researchers, industry,
and policy related to computing systems. Funding to continue HiPEAC under Horizon Europe is also
being sought and a call to support this was issued in 2021.
As an established community, the HiPEAC network, the biggest of its kind in Europe, numbers over
2,000 specialists. This provides a wide potential base of members for any future commercial initiative.
The members of HiPEAC can participate in established events and get access to services. Notably,
however, these are currently free. In the survey, participants were asked about their willingness to pay
for various services in the future if they were no longer free. The survey was put out to members of
HiPEAC and also other actors within the same community who are not directly members of HiPEAC.
There were 195 responses of which 27% were not HiPEAC members. The number of responses can be
considered to be statistically significant and cover a range of actors.

Figure 25: Balance of Respondees

As HiPEAC is strongly research focussed around 55% of respondees were from the academic
community (see Figure 25). Although this does not entirely match the proposed demographic of the
SAE initiative (SMEs and mid-caps) it can be seen that about a quarter of the respondees identified as
being an SME or Start-up which does provide some credible results. Notably, there was also input from
some larger companies as well as RTOs. The survey participants were given options on how much they
were prepared to pay for each type of activity via provision of different cost bands, e.g., €0-€1000.
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Revenue Source
Membership Fees
Annual Conference
Access to Job Portal
Summer Schools
Marketing and Dissemination (European)

Average from Figures
€137 (very few willing to pay
over €200)
€525
€100
€663
€1440

Realistic Expectation
€150
€500
€100
€650
€1200

Table 2: What Members Are Prepared to Pay for Different Services

The results of the survey are summarised in Table 1. This shows that realistically a Membership Fee
of €150 is acceptable to the community. (This figure and the figure for conferences has also been
sounded out by THHINK with other SMEs). Of course, not all of the 2000 existing members can be
expected to sign up to this. This fall-off in members was noted when the similar AIOTI organisation
changed from being free to becoming a membership organisation. However, if 500 members agreed
to sign up, this would equate to €75K which would be sufficient to employ 2 part-time staff. It is clear,
however, that membership alone could not sustain an entity so other activities would be needed.
Activities which are of interest to industry and academics are the annual conferences where an event
with 200 participants could be expected to generate €100K minus the costs of organising the event
(hall hire/food, etc.). A challenge here is that many events have now become virtual events. This
makes the cost of organisation less, but of course participants expect this to be reflected in the
registration fee. A review was thus made by THHINK of the costs of various SME community run events
which it has been active in. This highlighted that typically a registration fee of €40 for a ½ day on-line
event is expected from an SME. THHINK also investigated the costs of membership for other
organisations, e.g., ARTEMIS-IA and this is around €500 but has the advantage of giving access to ECSEL
where there is an opportunity to gain funding. It should be noted that explicitly for transparency
reasons, SMEs do not formerly need to apply to be a member of ECSEL, however, there is an
expectation that they join if they are successful in gaining funding.

Table 3: Revenue Model Based on Activities

THHINK performed an analysis based on the expected revenues for each activity. This considers the
expected revenue (what people are prepared to pay), how many events could realistically be organised
a year and how many people may sign up for services. It should be noted that some activities require
more effort to organise and there are different levels of reward. The cost of providing the various
services have also been estimated. It is assumed for instance that looking after the membership will
be a significant activity. The key activities that provide the best reward are organising events. Although
a Jobs Portal and providing Marketing and Dissemination provide a good return, the maximum
expected revenue is likely to be low with an overall revenue of around €11K. A key takeaway from this
analysis is that membership fees alone cannot support an SAE entity unless there are a significant
(unrealistic) number of members, thus organising events is a route to generating profit.
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Figure 26: Average Labour Costs

It is clear that any overarching SAE organisation would need to be run on a shoe-string budget as the
projected income is low. From Figure 26, average labour costs within Europe can be estimated to be
around €30 per hour. This leads to a figure of 1720 hours x 30 = €55,000. With 25% overheads built in
this equates to an average cost of a full-time person of around €70K per person.
It is assumed that 4 staff will be needed to provide the appropriate mix of skillsets to run the
organisation (management, dealing with members, publicity, organising events, etc). If 4 full-time staff
are required, this would equate to a €280K. This is clearly beyond the potential income from activities
which is around €197K. In order to cover the shortfall in budget the membership would need to
increase to 747 members as this is the area that is most scalable in terms of generating revenue (less
effort is required for on-line provision of material although this will lead to a less personalised service).
Realistically, however, this level of membership is not achievable in the short term (in the table, a
target of 200 members in the first year is considered) and may not be possible without significant
member recruitment effort. This clearly indicates that staff will need to be employed via other means
as their primary source of income and can only devote part of their time to the SAE activity. The
entity cannot thus be self-sustaining totally supporting its own staff. Indeed, this is true of the
existing Smart4Europe2 activity which is much greater and only pays for part of staffs’ overall time.
As a consequence, it is necessary to assume part-time involvement of staff who also work for other
institutions. One such scheme is set out below with one senior person devoted to management with
3 support staff.
•
•
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•
•

Support €10K Event Organisation
Support €10K Web Support

This would require a minimum of €70K a year to support staff before use of office/IT systems, etc., are
included. As people have moved to largely remote working physically having an office may not be
required.
To minimise risk, the SAE entity should initially concentrate on organising an annual large physical
event and a number of events during the year to provide an attractive proposition for a membership
organisation. As part of this members should be offered a reduction in fees for the conference/events
to encourage companies to join. By having a number of events per year (particularly regular online
events), there is an opportunity to engage with the members and sell other services/events while
providing content.
In order to start up activities, there is a need to cover the costs of staff in the first year (€70K plus the
organisation costs for events, providing IT support and marketing – estimated at €25K). In this model,
it is assumed that additional services will be built later, e.g., Job Portal, Summer Schools, Marketing,
and, considering the limited potential revenue from these, they may not be pursued unless seen as
viable propositions.
Initial investment required is estimated to be around €95K plus 25% to cover overheads/contingencies,
i.e. €119K. This could be obtained from a bank but would likely be considered a risky investment. Here
one could envisage attracting investment from a range of stakeholders at a lower level to minimise
their risk and make the venture more affordable:
•
•
•

€70K Seed funding from EC (to be phased out after first year)
€20K funding from 4 Regional Authorities, e.g., Germany, France, Italy and Hungary (€5K each)
€10K funding from 5 VCs with interest in access to investment opportunities (€2K each)

This would provide €100K and the remaining €19K required for the first year would come from cash
flow from events and memberships. The challenge would then be to generate a profit to pay for
expansion of services and to have money in the bank for future contingencies.

7

Challenges – Where it could Fail

Cash Flow - As with any shoe-string operation, cash flow is the primary danger and it would be
important to organise an event early on to generate revenue and also “ignite” the community. This
would require the organisation of a high profile and impactful event that encourages SMEs and midcaps to sign up as members. The first event could be organised with a reduced fee option for members
to encourage them to join with a view to retaining membership in coming years. The key challenge
with any membership-based initiative of this sort is that it needs to meet the needs of the stakeholders.
Attracting and Retaining Members - A “Member First Strategy” is needed that requires tailoring of
activities and communications to individual stakeholders/stakeholder groups. For this, there is a need
for personalisation via tagged and targeted content as well as the use of analytics to understand
member engagement. This requires investment in time and resources to enable the creation of the
right targeted content as well as effort analysing member engagement activity and behaviour. It should
be noted that the most frequently cited “challenge to growing membership” among associations is
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“difficulty in communicating value or benefits.” The most frequently cited reason why members do
not renew is “lack of engagement with the organisation.” This breaks down into a number of needs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Member acquisition
Member engagement
Member expectations - digital expectations of millennials
Personalised content
Dedicated person for social content, Twitter
Analysis of ROI on social media activity supported by goals

This is the key area where the SAE entity could fail and it would be heavily reliant on “good will” from
the community to provide content and access to community services, e.g. Marketplace, Technology
Radar, training, etc. It is clear that the funding would not support development of these services, so
each also needs to be self-sustaining.
Competition – There is heavy competition for audience attention and a concern is the diversity
identified within the existing SAE community. Activities more closely aligned to specific sectors and
technologies as being pursued with the EDIHs which are thus naturally more targeted and interesting
to communities. A very diverse range of activities and coverage of sectors will likely dilute interest and
SME’s and mid-caps will assume that the initiative is of less relevance to them. The downside of setting
a reduced scope on activities presents the risk that the potential membership reduces making the
entity non-self-sustaining. As an example, the Artemis-IA [15] draws its membership from a variety of
sectors, including mobility and transport, manufacturing, energy, health and smart cities and would
clearly be competition to an SAE initiative in these sectors. A challenge is that the diversity in the SAE
community will lead to heterogeneous consumers with diverse requirements/needs which will be
difficult to meet. There are many events being organised and any SAE event would need to stand out
against other offerings. Again, there are already well-established events in the marketplace and to
break into this crowded space, there is a need to stand out in the segment and offer value. Here SMEs
and mid-caps are also interested in education and skills training but again this has become a crowded
market with many free offerings. The key challenge is to offer an undeniable value proposition.
Providing Something Exciting for SMEs and mid-caps – One key “undeniable value proposition” for
SMEs and mid-caps is in providing access to funding. Unfortunately, the proposed SAE entity cannot
provide this directly. Work in Smart4Europe1 did, however, identify many funding sources across EC
countries considering the complete “innovation pipeline”, i.e. Research funding, Business Angel
funding for more early-stage and more risky development, and Private Equity funding for more mature
product development at a national level. This resulted in an overview map of national and regional
support for digital innovation highlighting areas where certain types of funding are stronger or weaker.
This goes beyond the existing knowledge on digital initiatives presented on the EC Futurium website
[18] and the TNO map that has been developed of Digital Innovation Hubs [19].
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Figure 27 Analysis of National Initiatives, Business Angel and Venture Capital Support Across Europe [Strong
Blue, Good Orange, OK Green and Red Weak] (Source: Smart4Europe)

The resulting map is shown in Figure 27 [20] and could be leveraged along with linkages to investors
and EDIHs to help SMEs and mid-caps access finance, e.g. Business Angel funding is more difficult to
find in France, Ireland and Italy, Poland is very strong on Business Angel and Venture Capital funding,
but lacks national initiatives, countries such as Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Finland, Croatia, Slovenia
and Slovakia have weaker Venture Capital funding support, and countries with weak support overall
with respect to digital innovation are Greece, Slovakia and Croatia. This investor knowledge could be
used to target support for different countries.

8

Implementation Plan and Adoption of Coordinating Strategy

The realistic view of setting up an overarching SAE entity identifies that it would be possible if it
concentrated on organising an annual conference and was successful in attracting around 200
members in the first year. Staff could not be permanent employees and would need to part-time from
contributing members. However, there are significant risks in setting up the entity (there are several
reasons why it could fail – a key one being lack of content and services for members). Initial seed
funding would be required and this would need to come most likely from the EC as the scope of the
community is beyond national borders. Here in a meeting with the EC, it was made clear that there is
no funding available and that SAE will no longer be supported in the new programme. Although this
can be seen as a showstopper, it may still be possible to take the idea forward, but via coordinating
and supporting different activities within the community to create a similar SAE ecosystem.
Smart4Europe2 thus set up a Sustainability Working Group and has adopted a Coordinating Strategy
within the community to help members with their sustainability initiatives. This is win-win as successful
initiatives are needed to contribute services and content to the overall community. Even if an
overarching SAE entity cannot be created the community will still have providers of necessary services
which will help SMEs and mid-caps albeit without a “one stop shop” as a point of contact.
To further take the concept of an overarching SAE forward, an Implementation Plan was developed
which presents the necessary stages required.
1)
2)
3)
4)
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5) Identify and engage key stakeholders early and get buy-in (Content Providers)
6) Come back to them often – relationship and trust = sustainability
The first 2 points have been addressed already in the feasibility assessment, however, there is still a
question over who would provide initial funding which would need to be resolved. One possibility
would be contributions from IAs or future EDIHs but of course these first need to be self-sustaining.
Stages 3-6 are discussed in the following sections.

8.1

Mission and Goals

A mission statement and goals for SAE were developed.
Mission
“Use the EDIH network to strengthen and deepen the Single European Market through knowledge and
human resources sharing to support European companies’ digitalisation”
Goals
• Build a strong consortium and keep the network active
• Plan financial transition from EU funding to autonomy; organise the coexistence of public and
private funding following a public private partnership model adapted to supporting SMEs
• Encourage agile relationships between thematic and local EDIHs in line with the mission,
gearing on political & financial initial inputs

8.2

Membership Scheme

Key Needs
•
•
•
•
•

Create a large list of people – email, phone contacts
Establish simple way to fund and attractive price (€150) giving access to key services, e.g.
Innovation Portal, Brokerage, Technology Radar, etc.
Consider schemes to upgrade funding – improve relationship, events
Loyalty discount
Need lots of contact - Newsletters, Annual reports, events, awards

As highlighted, this is an area where there is a need to draw upon the contacts across all the
participating IAs in order to have a large membership pool for viability. A barrier here is GDPR but
notably, these IAs are also developing their own sustainability plans, some of which have an element
of membership. As such, membership of SAE would then be in competition with the other activities.
There thus needs to be an agreement between all stakeholders to create a win-win situation.
Currently, SAE promotes all the other IAs and also their calls. This is seen as successful and adds value
to the community, however, this does not rely on funding from the community itself. Content is
needed to make the concept viable and here, this would need to be developed and supported
independently. A challenge is to persuade developers of such content that it can be used as an overall
SAE resource. Again a win-win proposition is needed. With respect to funding, a tiered system of
funding could be considered that allows members greater access to services as well as loyalty discounts
for long-standing members or members who contribute their own services to the initiative.
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8.3

Branding

In order to build a brand, there is a need to establish something unique and then promote this widely.
As this is the primary point of contact, it should also be supported by a “one stop shop” and here
Smart4Europe2 could continue the SAE Marketplace. The identified needs are:
•
•
•
•

Build on existing SAE brand – to be cost-effective
Sponsor events and exhibitions – joint events
Develop the “one stop shop” for SMEs, funders, etc. – marketplace
Generate a “buzz”

A fundamental issue here is the diversity of the SAE community. SAE cuts across many sectors and
technologies. Although an SAE brand has been created under Horizon 2020, this area is not going to
be supported under Digital Europe. The SAE brand is thus likely to die in practice to be replaced by a
new sectoral or technological focussed brand. Already the EC is promoting areas such as Next
Generation IoT which is becoming a brand in itself (NGIoT). Discussions have been held with I4MS on
branding with consideration of an “SAE label” for successful projects. A scheme was proposed for
accrediting such a label, however, the accreditation process was thought to be too complicated to be
implemented in practice. Discussions on simplifying the accreditation process are thus ongoing with
the aim of making it attractive for companies to apply but also easy to administer. An issue is that if
SAE is not known as a “buzz” term like AI or IoT, it holds little value for SMEs and mid-caps to apply for
a label. In order to promote the brand, there is a need to sponsor events and exhibitions and this can
be costly. Thus, an approach to jointly contributing to events is likely needed to reduce these costs.

8.4

Identify Key Stakeholders Early and Gain Trust

There is a need to identify the main stakeholders and how they could work together collaboratively in
order to gain trust. As highlighted, the IAs are all developing their own sustainability plans (a
requirement from the EC) and there is a need for openness between them and discussion in order to
identify synergies and areas where people can work together without competition or conflict. This was
seen as a major hurdle for the community and so it was decided that Smart4Europe2 would adopt a
coordinating strategy for SAE sustainability activities and set up a Sustainability Working Group.

8.5

Sustainability Working Group

The rationale for setting up the Working Group and its aims were presented in a Smart4Europe2
Collaboration meeting with key community actors and this led to support and interest from the
community to engage in future workshops. Notably, the more established IAs that were coming to the
end of their funding were considering their own sustainability plans. In some cases, these were well
developed. The new IAs were at the beginning of their activities and here the interest was in ideas of
how they could address their sustainability. The overall strategy within Smart4Europe2 has thus been
to create and support a portfolio of complementary activities.
Rationale for Sustainability Group
Creating long term sustainability is a key challenge for any endeavour. Notably, half of SMEs fail within
2 years and 75% within 5 years. It is thus not surprising that initiatives such as SAE have been created
to provide support to help SMEs innovate and grow in increasingly challenging times. However, in
order to offer effective help, there is a need to create an ecosystem of different support mechanisms
that provide tailored services for a diverse SME and mid-cap customer base. This brings together actors
with skills in training, technology and business expertise at the local level, DIH level, IA level and SAE
level. There are 25.1 Million SMEs in Europe, so it is not possible to help everyone, but there is a great
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opportunity to magnify the impact of existing actions through better communication and awareness
between the initiatives as well as by looking for synergies and opportunities to share and learn.
Achieving sustainability is challenging and each of the supporting initiatives within the SAE ecosystem
levels need to successfully develop their own sustainability model based on their specific needs. Many
things are being explored such as membership fees, fees for services (technical consultancy, testbed
access, training, brokerage, etc.), accessing public and private funding at the regional, national and
European levels, as well as innovative payback models. These ideas are not new and have been
explored for several years, but there are still very few examples of successful sustainable initiatives. So
the question is what have we learnt thus far and what are the best chances for success in the future?
Aims of the Sustainability Working Group
Sustainability represents a challenge for everyone so the key aim of the Working Group is to provide
an opportunity to network together to share and learn from experiences. Topics of interest:
• Identification of successful approaches to sustainability outside of the community and ideas
that may be useful.
• Identification and promotion of national and regional priorities as well as funding
opportunities across the SAE community.
• Consideration of how we can address the challenge of sustainability through standing out
and offering value to SMEs against heavy competition for audience attention and freely
available on-line education.
• Identification of how can we combine to generate a “buzz”, create interest and a relevant
message for stakeholders such as SMEs, funding bodies and investors at the regional and
European level.
• Investigation of the opportunities to jointly organise profitable events and activities such as
seminars, webinars, investor days and training days to finance other activities.
Overview of Sustainability Activities
The Working Group has held a number of meetings. This has allowed various sustainability initiatives
being developed within the community to be presented with the aim of gathering support. Overall
value has been seen in all the approaches presented as they present different complementary
activities that support the SAE community as a whole. The main stumbling block at present is in
providing the clear win-win for being a member of the initiatives and this has been a topic of much
discussion. The meetings have proved very useful for both established IAs and also the new IAs who
are all working on sustainability plans to share and learn from experience. Participants were also
encouraged to engage with the initiatives in bilateral discussions, particularly to highlight interest in
joining the initiatives, in providing support and in establishing more developed win-win business
models. The meetings have also discussed hot topics such as EDIHs within the community, and focus
themes in Member states to support indigenous industry sectors. Haydn Thompson, Meike Reimann
and Olivia Uguen also joined the DIHNET Working Group on sustainability which explored a large
variety of business models for the DIHs. The output from all of these meetings has fed into the
recommendations for Horizon Europe, Digital Europe, as well as national and regional initiatives.
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8.6

Sustainability Jigsaw

Figure 28: Sustainability Jigsaw

The various activities across the community have been supported by Smart4Europe2 to create a
portfolio of activities which fit together in a “sustainability jigsaw”. A number of different initiatives
are needed (parts of the overall jigsaw) to support the SAE community and the value chain. Notably
there is an opportunity to collaborate as a community and help each of these to become successful.

8.7

SAE-HiPEAC Inc. (SHI)

The formation of a company has been proposed with core members from HiPEAC, Tetramax and
Eurolab-HPC, which is open to other founder members. It would be possible to incorporate the Inc.
into existing projects and indeed, this had been highlighted as being possible in a meeting with the EC
with Tetramax, THHINK and S2i to discuss the feasibility of starting a company. Separate meetings were
held with Tetramax, THHINK and S2i to develop the presentation of a value proposition and business
model for SHI. Input information for this was taken from the survey of HiPEAC members and others
indicating how much they would be prepared to pay for different services. The business model for SHI
Inc. would be based on continuation of the successful HiPEAC conference, membership fees and a mix
of other services. Here training was identified as a key activity to fund the company, however, this was
to be targeted at Large Enterprises who can afford this. As such this does not meet the needs of SMEs
and mid-caps in the community. This concept was discussed at length in the working group with
discussion revolving around what level of partner contribution would be anticipated, and whether this
would be via person-months or financial support. An estimate of 2 person months of effort was
anticipated from projects, but a financial contribution is also possible. It was noted that around €25K
is required to set up a GmBH in Germany formally. Approximately 10 founders are being solicited. The
question of “what is the added value to contributors of being involved?” was also discussed and this
was seen as a hurdle. Currently, this is based on the idea that involvement would provide something
more concrete as a sustainable action, but this was not considered a sufficiently convincing argument
to present internally to consortia to engage. It was agreed that further added value would need to be
presented. This is being followed up in discussions, but the concept of setting up an Inc. was seen as
interesting by the community.
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8.8

SAE PACT (Fed4SAE)

Figure 29: App to link to Investors

The concept of a loosely aligned PACT between initiatives with rotating Governorship supported by an
App that connects SMEs to private investment was put forward by BLUMORPHO. Notably, a connection
to investors is already provided in Smart4Europe2 and this is seen as something that should be
sustained. It has been demonstrated in the scope of SAE Award contest and was used to introduce
companies to investors. Five potential private funders have been identified who could select
interesting projects to co-fund in the scope of SAE. In order for this to be sustainable, there is still a
reliance on public funding and this needs to be addressed. In Working Group discussions, it was
highlighted that it would be important that there is an understanding of what investors are looking for.
A critical mass is also needed in order to make this approach viable to supply interesting projects and
also the investment pool. The approach was seen to be interesting as it would potentially connect
winning projects with investors, thereby boosting the impact of the IAs. Already the App has been
developed and tested as shown in Figure 29. It was implemented first for the launch of the FED4SAE
Innovation Club and has also been implemented in the framework of DigiFed networking activities.
This concept was also presented to the EC in a meeting.

8.9

SmartEES Association

Figure 30: SmartEEs Association

The SmartEEs project has been supporting the area of flexible wearable electronics. The work originally
started with the COLAE project which then led on to SmartEEs and the subsequent SmartEEs2 projects.
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A key aspect of SmartEEs has been networking between competence centres at the European level to
provide industry services. This includes providing access to information, expertise, financial capital to
support collaboration and helping companies write EU proposals. Notably, the project has investigated
branding. The aim is to provide a marketplace of services underpinned by supporting events and
webinars. The proposed business model is to set up an association with full-time employees (how
many has not been established) to manage the association and then create a core team via attracting
secondments from members of the Association in the network. Revenue would come from public
funding, membership with gold, silver and bronze levels and in-kind contributions from core partners.
Commission fees and branding have also been considered as revenue models. Notably, a core aspect
is setting up a unity fund to help companies apply for funding which would need to be funded by the
EC or public bodies. With respect to branding, a brand has been proposed for the Flexible Wearable
Electronics community.

8.10 EDIH/DIH Network
DIHNET has been working on sustainability for some time, considering sustainability approaches within
DIHs. Here a networking approach aligned with EC goals is being pursued that considers supporting
European networks. To promote the concept, a comprehensive slide deck has been developed and the
aim of the sustainability work supported under DIHNET is to provide ideas for DIHs to help with postproject sustainability. Substantial work has been done looking at services that SMEs may pay for and
how this could be used to support coordination hubs. A Working Group for DIHNET was set up and the
author joined this group. In the Working Group discussions, it was noted that the work of DIHNET has
concentrated strongly on business models. Although there is a clear and detailed idea of revenue
models and services that could be exploited, further work is required to assess whether it is possible
to make a profit for these and sustain a DIH.

9
9.1

Other Core Outputs Under Consideration for Sustainability

Marketplace for Skills and Training

Figure 31: SAE Marketplace
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As highlighted, an overarching SAE entity would need to present a “one stop shop” to potential SME
and mid-cap customers. To support this, Smart4Europe2 has created a marketplace enabled by the
DIHIWARE platform [21]. This is an integrated innovation and collaboration platform developed within
the MIDIH project, which is hosted by Politecnico di Milano and was customised according to
Smart4Europe2’s requirements. This provides “Access to” and “Collaborate with” services.
•
•

“Access to” services allow users to gather information about SAE technological, business and
skills offerings and to be directed to the right SAE Innovation Action and provider.
“Collaborate with” services enable dynamic interactions, social networking and collaborative
processes within the SAE community.

The SAE Marketplace [22] is structured into four main spaces whose contents allow SMEs, mid-caps,
DIHs and other interested stakeholders to find and/or provide useful information and “access to” SAE
services related to:
▪
▪
▪
▪

“Innovation ecosystem and networking” supporting the search and connection of different
stakeholders of the SAE initiative;
“Test before invest” providing key information and access to the portfolio of SAE technologies,
experimental facilities, methodologies and tools for digital transformation;
“Skills and training” including upskilling and reskilling activities for workers and professionals
offered by SAE Innovation Actions;
“Support to find investments” providing key information on SAE open calls and other
opportunities.

As marketplaces are a feature of the new EDIHs it is likely that the SAE Marketplace will continue in
the future with EDIH funding and Politecnico di Milano is committed to this. Here the key question is
whether the SAE brand will be maintained or whether this will be rebranded to match sectoral or
technological themes.

9.2

Annual Awards

Figure 32: SAE Contest Award

The Smart Anything Everywhere Contest Award was initiated by Smart4Europe2 and has been
successfully run in 2020 and 2021. The contest aims to award the most promising company among the
Smart Anything Everywhere start-ups community while at the same time developing a link between
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the SAE community and private investors specialised in deep tech. In 2020, all the SAE innovative
companies were invited to apply and applicants got a booth at the INPHO® Venture Summit Showroom
to present their products and solutions, dedicated coaching and B-to-B meetings with private investors
organised by BLUMORPHO.
All applicants for an award get visibility towards a jury panel composed exclusively of private investors
active in hardware deeptech. This is thus seen by companies as a good way of pitching their products
for investment funding. The top 5 companies are selected and these benefit from press and
communication visibility which again is seen as beneficial. In addition to getting the SAE prize, the
winner of the contest gained a free pass to the INPHO® Venture Summit 2021[23] and got the
opportunity to pitch again at this.
Due to the success of the 1st Edition, Smart4Europe2 decided to organise a 2nd SAE Contest award in
2021 and BLUMORPHO proposed that this new contest would focus on innovation dedicated to smart
cities, smart marinas, and clean technologies. As with the one organised in partnership with
INPHO® Venture Summit, this 2nd contest was organised with prestigious partners which included the
Foundation Albert II of Monaco and the Monaco Yacht Club. This 2nd Edition confirmed the benefit of
such events for the SAE community, who gained high visibility, and for the SAE beneficiaries who were
coached and allowed to pitch in front of various jury members, corporates and private investors.
The award is seen as a focal point for the SAE community to present successful projects to investors
and this also highlights the importance of SAE. Thus, if SAE is to continue as a brand maintaining the
contest award is seen as a key activity. This presents an interesting win-win situation in that SMEs and
mid-caps may well be looking for investment and investors are looking for good investment
opportunities. By promoting the best projects towards investors, this helps both sides in their aims
while at the same time promoting the community. Here it is not unreasonable to assume that the VC
investors could invest in supporting the award in future and here, BLUMORPHO are actively
investigating how this can be achieved.

9.3

Technology Radar

SMEs and mid-caps struggle to keep track of new technologies that may be important to their business
in the short, medium and long term. The aim of the Smart4Europe2 Technology and Innovation Radar
[24] is to provide a useful reference for the SAE community highlighting up and coming technologies
that SMEs, mid-caps, as well as Large Industry, can exploit as well as the current maturity of these
technologies. The radar also has a second strategic role for the SAE community in that it provides a
roadmap for technologies. Notably, a Technology Radar Working Group was set up and interactive
meetings have been held with good feedback. Many initiatives, e.g. ECSEL, Artemis-IA, HiPEAC, etc.
produce roadmaps and here, the Radar provides a view of the future for the wider SAE community.
This provides a clearer picture of future opportunities and allows strategic recommendations to be
made in the new Digital Europe Program.
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Figure 33: Smart4Europe2 Technology and Innovation Radar
(https://www.thhinkbv.com/docs/New1Radar/index.html)

The gathering of the radar data and creation of the applications accordion provide a strategic resource
and insights into where future opportunities lie (particularly with the emphasis on green opportunities)
within the twin green and digital transformation. The radar now covers around 200 technologies with
additional information on Technical Challenges, Commercial Barriers and Green Opportunities for
each. This provides useful technical and commercial background information for the technologies
enabling a greater depth of understanding.
The creation of an online clickable version of the radar in Smart4Europe2 has made the radar a “live”
resource which is easy for companies to access and navigate. The feedback mechanisms provided on
every open window of the radar allow for comment and interactive discussion leading to
enhancements. The technologies have been banded with a traffic light sequence of red (very
immature), amber (may wish to monitor and consider for future opportunities) and green (mature and
usable) which SMEs and mid-caps can easily understand. The radar has been further enhanced with
examples of how technologies can be used in the Applications Accordion, giving an overview of
application domains covering opportunities, examples, and barriers to commercialisation. There are
currently sections on Smart Agriculture, Home Automation, Wearables, Sustainable Manufacturing of
Electronic Goods, Intelligent Energy and Low Carbon Technologies, Ocean Monitoring, Food and
Beverage, Art, Entertainment, Music and Literature and Technologies to Combat COVID-19. The
domains covered have been driven by the priorities of the new Horizon Europe and Digital Europe
programmes with a new green emphasis, via workshop feedback highlighting sectors of interest, and
via enhanced interest in certain sectors due to the pandemic, e.g., Food and Beverage, Art,
Entertainment, Music and Literature and specific technologies to combat COVID-19. Notably, analytics
show that the Applications Accordion section of the radar is the most visited area which highlights that
most users identify with the application sectors first and foremost. This has become a Unique Selling
Point and differentiator for the radar.
Looking to the future, the radar is “live” and thus continually improves with more content. THHINK is
committed to maintaining the radar. To help reduce the cost of sustaining and maintaining the Radar
THHINK has developed a Radar Editor tool to check for broken links easily and update/add/review
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content. There has been wide stakeholder engagement with the radar going beyond SMEs and midcaps, to large well-known companies and also other stakeholders, such as national government and
EC policy makers. The improved “online presence” has also led to discussions with organisations, e.g.,
Sensing Innovation Leadership Council, with interest in contributing to and sponsoring the radar in the
future, as well as ECSEL and HiPEAC. One key outcome from development of the radar is that THHINK
was invited to join a Pilot Project Activity initiated by the European Parliament under the European
Green Council to create a European Green Digital Coalition. This brings together around 30 large
companies and SME associations with the aim of developing a science-based framework for
assessment of net environmental impact across the ICT, Energy, Smart Cities, Construction,
Manufacturing, Transport, and Agriculture sectors as well as development of deployment guidelines
for green solutions to maximise benefits. Haydn Thompson has been invited to be on the Management
Team and here, the radar could be used for further promotion of green goals if funding is allocated.
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10 Validation
Based on the analysis and feedback from Working Group meetings, a draft set of recommendations
were put forward covering 6 key areas which were further refined during a Validation Meeting by the
Working Group in November 2021, as shown in Figure 33.
European Digital Innovation Hubs and Pan European Networks
•

Transnational Cooperation requires organisation of “awareness workshops” to identify common
research needs and potential collaboration partners.

•

Existing services should be linked, e.g. marketplaces and innovation coaching to EDIHs. Although this
could be aligned in terms of sectors or technologies, in the new EDIH world, ideally an internal
marketplace tool is needed just for DIHs to connect together the offers of Digital Innovation Hubs
who just provide the local interface to companies.

Green Deal
•

Organise events to highlight green applications to SMEs/mid-caps (e.g. Technology Radar
workshops).

•

Highlight potential green opportunities to SMEs and mid-caps (via maintenance of Technology
Radar).

•

Promote sandpit events for companies to get together and brainstorm Green Technology Solutions
for specific challenge areas, e.g. Building Energy Management, Energy Harvesting, Circular
Manufacturing (Electronic Waste, Plastic Recycling).

Innovation Boosting
•

Promote Success Stories in SAE catalogue within marketplace.

•

Organise innovation boosting problem-solving workshops for SMEs and mid-caps to develop creative
ideas and take ideas to products (via IAs and Technology Radar).

•

Set up Transnational Special Interest Groups focusing on strengths and hot topic areas with the key
aim to initiate and drive project consortia.

Skills
•

Training is the most accessible service and key to reskilling SMEs and mid-caps (and key for retaining
staff) – there are many poor free offerings on-line and money should be invested (from EC and
National Level) to provide “trusted” free services.

•

Providing a “One Stop Shop” for skills is not possible, but it is possible to provide a conduit to different
providers with expertise, i.e. a “One Stop Shopping Centre”.

Funding
•

Sustainability, it is clear that small companies will never pay for sustainability of SAE, thus there is a
need for linkage to larger public/private investors/enterprises as well as to generate income from
community events.

•

Continue Annual Contest Award linked with VC Funder events to promote SMEs/mid-caps and
encourage investment, e.g. PACT App.

Collect Continuous Feedback
•

Follow up SMEs and mid-caps to gather impact information. Providing feedback up to 2 years
following project end should be a mandatory condition of funding.

•

Collect feedback from SMEs and mid-caps on the customer experience, e.g. are the portals,
information, training, etc., provided useful?
Figure 34: Agreed SAE Community Recommendations for Horizon Europe and Digital Europe
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In order to validate the outcomes of the work, and that the draft recommendations truly represented
the SAE community, a specific Workshop was held to explore the recommendations further, gather
feedback and gain endorsement. In total, there were 18 participants with representation of all of the
IAs within the community (apart from SMART4ALL). Prior to the workshop, the slides presented were
circulated to the participants in order to gather considered thoughts during the meeting. At the
workshop, the rationale of how the recommendations had been developed was presented and then
each of the 6 recommendation areas were explored individually via presentation of the
recommendations and why they were being put forward. For each topic, a separate discussion session
was held to gather feedback from the participants.
EDIHs and Transnational Networks – It was noted that in many projects, there had been little use of
the marketplaces developed and there appeared to be more market push than market pull. Markets
could be aligned based on sectors or technologies to make it easier for SMEs to engage. With respect
to innovation services, there is more scope to join marketplaces as the offers are similar, however,
there are sectors, e.g. health which have different specific needs. It was noted that SMEs want to
connect with local DIHs and in a new EDIH world, what is really needed is a tool for Digital Innovation
Hubs to connect together offers in a translation role.
Green Deal – It was noted that SMEs are very technically savvy, but do not understand the benefits of
going green. In general, there is a lack of awareness of the Green Deal which is new in this programme.
The “Green” Technology Radar was appreciated and it was noted that having this on the Innovation
Portal is good to link between what SMEs could do in terms of exploiting green technologies and how
they can get funds or training to pursue this. The idea of setting up brainstorm sandpit challenges to
bring companies together to work on green challenges and form consortia, e.g. Energy Management
of Buildings, Energy Harvesting, Circular Economy (e.g. Recycling Electronic Waste, Recycling of Plastic
in Products) was strongly endorsed.
Innovation Boosting – The need to promote success stories was highlighted as being very important
both for SMEs to show how others have taken an idea (which may be similar to theirs) and developed
it further by engaging with the initiative, and also for demonstrating to funders (EC or national) the
impact of the funding provided. Notably, this is the most visited space of the Innovation Portal. It was
highlighted that often SMEs are concerned about losing Intellectual Property when entering into a
collaboration, so physical events are needed in order for companies to meet and develop trust. It was
noted that the current success stories should also provide a keyword search facility to cover the
problems that they are addressing.
Skills- There is a strong portfolio of 15 centers within SAE providing training and skills. With the
increased competition from free resources, there is a need to provide free or very low-cost training.
This will require lobbying for funds to provide this. Notably, many of the free resources in competition
are poor and one thing that companies are looking for is trusted content that is provided locally, e.g.
via webinars in their own language.
Funding – It is clear that initiatives cannot be supported via membership schemes and organising
events alone. For any longevity there is a need for publicfunding. If more than one country is involved
this needs to be supported at the EC level. There are two levels of funding needed. The first is to
support SMEs and mid-caps to take an idea to a demonstrator (“test before invest”), however,
following this, there is a need to engage with next-level funding. The Contest Award and PACT has
shown how this can be done if projects are investor-ready, however, it was noted that some support
is still needed to take a company/idea to the point of being investor ready.
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Collecting Continuous Feedback – The problem of not following up projects after completion is seen
as a key issue and it is recommended that it is made a mandatory condition of funding that companies
provide feedback 2 years after a project has been completed on the status of product development.
Considering feedback on the tools and services provided by the SAE actors, it was noted that already
a lot of data is being collected locally via surveys from training sessions and events organized as well
as online for tools and services provided. It would be beneficial to also consider some general
guidelines on what type of feedback should be collected on the tools and services provided across the
community. This links with the aim of providing trusted and valued services for companies.
Overall, the SAE community ratifies the recommendations put forward and sees the value in continuing
key complementary activities to support the SAE community as a whole. The working groups set up by
Smart4Europe2 have proved useful for both established IAs and also the new IAs who are all working
on sustainability plans. It is recommended that this activity in itself should be sustained beyond the
end of Smart4Europe2. One key outcome of the meetings has been the generation of bilateral
discussions on collaborative actions which has led to much greater impact within the community.
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11 Conclusions
This deliverable has considered how the activities of the SAE area can be sustained as well as
recommendations for the Horizon Europe and Digital Europe programmes. Stakeholders were
identified and engaged with via collaboration meetings and working groups on sustainability and the
technology radar. This has produced realistic recommendations for sustainability of the SAE
community based on assessment of potential revenue streams and costs, as well as needs of the
community. Key drivers for the future are the Green Deal and European Digital Innovation Hubs
(EDIHs). This is driving future actions towards technology specific and sector specific specialisations
which is seen as beneficial by the SAE community as the enlargement of the topic scope is presenting
challenges for cohesion. An analysis of the projects undertaken within SAE shows a strong alignment
generally with the IoT and CPS sectors.
SMEs and mid-caps want simplification and access to a “one stop shop” of information, trusted
knowledge and expertise. This requires harmonisation, organisation of joint events and a single
marketplace as an interface. Notably, SMEs and mid-caps are struggling to see how they can engage
with the new green requirements of programmes. Here there is a clear need for help and this is seen
as something where specific events and the new “Green” Technology Radar can help.
Going forward, the EC has stated that it will not support SAE in future, so there is a need to self-fund
any future SAE level activity. Assessment of revenue sources, likelihood of attraction and levels of
revenue has been considered in detail. Via surveying stakeholders on what they are prepared to pay
for membership fees, events, etc., the viability of an overarching SAE entity has been established.
Organised events are a key source of revenue and membership fees alone could not support activities.
One key attraction for SMEs and mid-caps to engage would be for the entity to have the ability to
provide funding for projects, but this would require significant funding and would also likely run into
competition from EDIHs. It is thus clear that an entity would need to be run on a shoe-string budget
with part-time staff providing the requisite mix of skills for operation. Funding required for the 1st year
of operation would be around €119K and there is a high degree of risk of failure due to cashflow, the
difficulties of attracting and retaining membership (content provision relies on other actors in the
community, i.e., IAs, DIHs becoming sustainable), competition (including from new EDIHs), free
content becoming available and the move to on-line events in the “New Normal”. As banks are unlikely
to provide start-up funding for such a risky entity, a proposed scheme was put forward with €70K of
seed funding from the EC supplemented with funds from regional funders and VCs (€30K in total) with
the remaining €19K being generated by cashflow. The EC has highlighted that seed funding is not
available.
Despite these challenges, an Implementation Plan has been put forward. A Mission Statement was
created, branding via creation of an SAE label was explored, and identification and engagement of
stakeholders was pursued to gain trust. Here a critical requirement is that a win-win relationship is
created so that the IAs within the community can collaborate (notably, the SAE entity could only
survive if content/services were available from the IA actors in the community). As many of the IAs are
also considering a membership scheme as part of their own sustainability plans, there is potential for
commercial conflict which needs to be addressed.
A coordinating strategy has been adopted with the establishment of a Sustainability Working Group.
This has provided an opportunity for the new and established IA community to share and learn
experiences on ideas for future sustainability and identify win-win collaborations. Supporting a jigsaw
of activities, Smart4Europe2 has provided advice and help in the development of concepts: formation
of a company SHI Inc., the SAE PACT (including development of supporting App), the SmartEEs network
in Flexible Wearable Electronics and DIHNET. Smart4Europe2 has also created a number of key
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elements that are needed for the SAE community which in themselves should be turned into
sustainable activities. These are:
•

•

•

SAE Marketplace – providing a “one stop shop” showcasing the services on offer and providing
the much needed “one source of information” that SMEs and mid-caps are asking for. This
represents a win-win for the community and SMEs/mid-caps. Polimi is committed to
supporting the marketplace for 1 year after project end. The martketplace software is already
used by several projects. Opportunities to continue the marketplace via other projects and
EDIH funding will be explored. As the marketplace points to contributions from other actors in
the community, there are no issues with data ownership.
SAE Contest Award – providing a focal point for the community to show off success and
providing a linkage between SMEs/mid-caps and VC community. This presents a win-win for
VCs and SMEs/mid-caps. The contest costs around €10K to organise and run. Future funding
of this is being explored in the VC domain, e.g. via sponsorship.
Technology Radar – providing information on 200 technologies with additional information on
Technical Challenges, Commercial Barriers and Green Opportunities for each as well as
applications across many key sectors of interest to Europe. This is win-win as it provides a
strategic resource for the SAE community, SMEs and mid-caps as well as the EC with insights
into where future opportunities lie (particularly with the emphasis on green opportunities)
within the twin green and digital transformation. This is to be continued with committed
annual funding from THHINK and via potential linkage to the European Green Digital Coalition.
The key challenge is to update the radar to keep it relevant to the community.

Considering sustainability, even if it is not possible to create an overarching SAE entity, it is possible to
take forward critical aspects of the community that will provide benefits to the SMEs and mid-caps
engaged in the IoT and CPS domains across many sectors.
Looking at the Horizon Europe and Digital Europe programmes, Smart4Europe2 has identified 14
recommendations. These relate to the EDIHs which are currently being solicited, promoting the Green
Deal to the community, boosting innovation (which has been a key activity of the SAE IAs), supporting
easy access to skills and training as well as funding for activities. Also identified is the need for better
collection of feedback on the SME/mid-cap customer experience to better target activities and the
need for follow up of funded projects after they are completed.
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